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The Dimerization of Quinoline and Acridine Radical Anions and

Di anions in A mmonia from -70' C to 1500 C.

Richard M. Crooks and Allen J. Bard
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Abstract

An experimental apparatus capable of supporting electrochemical measurements in

anmonia at high temperatures and pressures is described. The dimerization reactions

of the radical anions of quinoline and acridine were studied over a 220' C

temperature range in ammonia. The cyclic voltammetric and chronoamperometric

experiments were analyzed by the theory for reversible dimerizations. At low

temperature tne dimerization was totally irreversible, but at elevated temperatures

the rate of the back reaction was significant and the dimerization reaction was "'

lacile. The rates of the dinerization reactions were extrapolated to very high

temperature, and were found to be in qualitative agreement with cyclic voltammetric

results in supercriticaI amrm onia. The activation energies for the dimerization

reactions are reported. The diffusion coefficients of quinoline and acridine fl-om

-7C' C to 1500 C are reported.
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I NTRODUCT I ON

In the first four papers of this series, we discussed the electrochemistry of a

number of inorganic and organic substrates in near-critical and supercritical

ammonia [I] and water [2]. The focus of the earlier papers was primarily on

experimental techniques, simple electron transfer reactions, and qualitative

descriptions of electrochemically initiated homogeneous reactions. For example, we

described the electrochemistry of nitroaromatic compounds, solvated electrons and a

homologous series of diaza-aromatics (pyrazine, quinoxaline and phenazine) in

ammonia from 25 to 1500 C at vapor pressures of 0 to 300 bar [ib]. For the

diaza-arom atics, the electron transfer reactions remained reversible, or nearly

reversible, tnrougnout this temperature range, and the anion radicals, and the

dianion in the case of phenazine, were stable on the cyclic voltammetric time scale.

The purpose of the current investigation is to extend these preliminary studies

by exploring the effects of a broad range of pressure and temperature on the

thermodynamics and kinetics of the electrochemically initiated dimerization of the

radical anions of quinoline (Q) and acridine (A). For example, the dimerization of

i; in amonia, which is irreversible at -400 C, might be shifted into different

kinetic regimes at nigher or lower temperature, or might be supplanted entirely by a

new process, such as polymerization or protonation. For the current study, we were

able to access temperatures from -700 C to 1500 C and pressures from 0 to 300 bar.

o our knowledge this is the broadest temperature range over which an

electrochemically initiated homogeneous reaction has been studied by electrochemical

techniques. in a previous paper [ib], we discussed the properties of supercritical

fluids SCF) and how they can be used to advantage as electrochemical solvents. In

addition, a number of recent reviews have appeared that cover the solution

properties of SCF with particular emphasis on separations and solubility [3]. From

an electrochemical view point, the most important property of the SCF is its

-k
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combination of jas-like compressibility and liquid-like density. Compression of the

SCF permits tuning of the solvating power through a broad range, because of changes

in density () and dielectirc constant (-i). A dimerization reaction was chosen for

this study because it should be sensitive to changes in these parameters.

Qunioline. The electrochemical reduction of quinoline (Q) has been studied

previously in acetonitrile (AN) [4] dimethylformamide (DMF)[5], and ammonia [6a,b].

In Jry, aprotic media, two one electron-waves appear corresponding to the formation

2-of Q;, and tie '" ,nion, Q2. In ammonia at -40' C [a,b] and AN at 250 C [4], Q

and Q2- undergo a dimerization reaction. The suggested mechanism in ammonia is

given in Scheme 1.

SCHEME 1

" e--

2Q'" (+2K + ) -- K+{"Q Q.'JK+ (2)

Q.- +e- WQ 2 - (3)
02- Q (+2K*) - K+-.Q Q.-}K+ (4)

Here the electron transfers were assumed to be reversible and the chemical

dimerization was found to be irreversible. The forward rate constant (k2) for the

irreversible dimerization of Q in ammonia at -400 C was estimated as 1.5 x 102 [6a]

and 4.0 x 102 4- s [Sb].

The importance of K+ to the dimerization reaction of pyridine in ammonia has

been demonstrated [7a]; when the tetra-n-ethylammonium ion replaced K+ as the

electrolyte cation, k fell by two orders of magnitude. Thus, the dimerization
2

illustrated in Scheme I relies on ion pairing. The reduction of by chemically

generated solvated electrons (e ) in tetrahydrofuran (THF, = 3) resulted in the

formation of 99W, dimeric dianion as verified by ESR [6c], but in

U
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hexamethyIphosphorani de (HIIPA - : 46), the monomer was quantitatively formed. The

shift in equilibrium was correlated to the differences in the dielectric constants

and solvating power of the solvents. In DMF, the 1,4'-dihydrodimer has been

suggested as the structure of the dimer, but conclusive proof is lacking [5].

Pyridine [7b] and pyrimnidine [7c] have been shown to dimerize as the 4,4'-complexes

in 1,2-dimethoxyethane and AN, respectively. By analogy, it is likely that Q; forms

either the 1,4' or the 1,4' dimer upon reduction in ammonia, Fig. 1.
",a

Acridine. The polarographic reauction of acridine 'A) in water has been

described [ D]. Depending on pH, either two single electron waves or a single

two-electron wave was found; a 9-9' dihydro-dimer was isolated. In DMF, two

one-electron waves were ooserverd [a], and similar behavior was found in AN, where

the presence of a dimeric soecies was reported [4]. Compounds related to A nave

been stucied; 9-cyanoanthracene [9b] and 9-carooxyanthrdcene [9c] were shown to form

9Q-1' dimers in diinethylsulfoxide (DMSO). Suggested structures for the A7 dimer are

shown in Fig. 1. %o kinetic data are available for the reduction or following

reactions of A in aprotic media, and the electrochemistry of A in ammonia has not

meen reported previously.

Theory of Electrochemically Initiated Dimerization. Cyclic voltammetry,

cnronocoulometry and douole potential step chronoamperometry (DPSC) were used to

investigate te heterogeneous and homogeneous kinetics and the thermodynamics of Q

and A in ammonia Detween -70' C and 150' C [10]. The general methods for treating

homogeneous chemical reactions following a reversible heterogeneous electron

-ransfer (E r , echanism) were described over twenty years ago [10-13]. The

consecutive dimerization reaction, a special case of the general second order

reaction, is of particular interest for compounds such as Q and A in aprotic media.

:n previ)us experimnents involving the dimerization of Q and A-, the position of

equiliorium in tne reaction was assuned to be shifted strongly towards the dimer,

and tne back reaction 'monomerization) was not considered. If the rate of the back

• r , .- - r
"0%
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reaction is significant, however, the reaction must be treated as a reversible

process.

Three possible mechanisms can be considered for the dimerization reaction.

These generally follow previous dimerization schemes investigated extensively for

the radical anions of activated olefins and related species [14,15]. Using Savant's

notation [15], we can represent these as follows:
-'.,

(1) The radical-radical coupling mechanism (DIMI):

k2. k2

R + e- R.- 2R- --- R 2
2- K2  k 2 k.2

k-2

"2, The raaical-subtrate coupling mechanism (DIM2)

R + e- R.- R + R2 " R2- + e- R 2
2 " '

3" The dianion -sunstrate coupling mechanism (DIM3)

2-4

,"t',,

R + 2e- R 2 "  R + R2 -  R2 2

"

NP-

%.,p''
°--f',
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where K2  is the equilibrium constant for the second order dimerization, and k_2 is

the rate constant for the back reaction (monomerization). The DI2 reaction shown

here is of the ECE type, and a related mechanism involving radical-substrate

coupling, and subsequent disproportionation of R; in solution, can also be

considered (DIM2-DISPl) [14f,g,h,l,16b]. The simple mechanisms shown above can be

complicated, or their rates altered, by the presence of a proton source, especially

water [14j, 17]. Since the ammonia, electrolytes, and cells used in this study were

easily dried, such complications were avoided. Proton abstraction from the solvent

is unlikely, since ammonia remains a weak acid even when supercritical, as

previously demonstrated by the stability of the highly nucleophilic phanazine
Ile

li anion .

:n a subsequent section, it will be shown that the DIMI process dominates the

homogeneous chemistry of the Q and A radical anions throughout the temperature range

studied. Although the DIM3 mechanism does not apply to the dimerization of the

rauical anions, a case can be made for a contribution from DIM2. Radical-substrate

coupling could occur in some systems [14,18]. For species related to those of the

current worK, a pure DOMI scheme has been shown to apply [14,19,20]. In addition,

tne results reported here for the dimerization of radical anions follow strictly the

theoretical behavior for a pure DIMI scheme. In the analyses of these reactions, we

have assumed that if the D(;'12 reaction were to play a major role in the dimerization

of the Q and A systems, it would be of the ECE type, and that the potential of the

second electron transfer would occur at a potential positive of the first, since no

second wave was observed for the dimerization.

The voltarnmetric treatment of the DlJ1A case is best summarized by a zone

diagram, Fig. 2, used by Saveant et a]., [15,20,21]. The cnnstruction of the

diagram simplifies the analyses of complex reaction schemes, because only the
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niinimur.i number of parameters which govern the experimental observables are included

for consideration. For the consecutive, reversible dimerization reaction, only two f.

parameters are required to completely describe the state of the system. In some

regions of the diagram, limiting behavior obtains in which one or both of the

parameters take on very large or very small values. Within these zones, the

theoretical treatment of the system can be simplified, since fewer parameters need

be considered.

The voltammetry of the reversible dimerization reaction is described by a

thermodynamic, or equilibrium, parameter: = /K2C , and a kinetic parameter:

RTiF) k 2CR /v), where v is the scan rate, R the gas constant, T the absolute e

temperature, F the Faraday, and C the bulk concentration of substrate [15,20].

The zones in Fig. 2 correspond to predicted electrochemical behavior for different b

values of and . KG is the most general zone, in that both , and are required
to describe the voltammetric response. Analysis of the voltammetry in the KG region

is difficult, since analytical expressions which govern the observables (peak

current, i ; peak potential, Ep; or wave shape) cannot be derived. At very large
P ._

.ialues of K i.e., as 0--> , the reaction depends only on ',, and at small values
2'

of kl/v zone KO is obtained. The voltarnmetry in this zone appears quasireversiole;

when k2/v -> 0 ( -- > 0), reversible behavior (zone 00) is obtained. W4hen k2 /v

becomes larger ( -> , totally irreversible kinetics (zone KP) are observed.

As increases, can remain small for significant values of k In this D
-2' .

case, the forward and reverse kinetics are sufficiently facile to allow a near

equilibrium concentration of monower at the electrode surface upon scan reversal.

This behavior corresponds to zone KE, where the single parameter on which the

1/2 3/4voltammetry depends is . As was the case for zone KO, the current response

in KE appears quasireversible. DE appears as a limiting case of KE as 1/2 3/ .

". Once again, the voltammetry appears reversible, since tne kinetics are

completely facile in either direction, and an equilibrium concentration of nonomer

.N



is maintained in the reaction layer adjacent to the electrode surface. Zone KP

1/2 3/4
appears as tne other limiting case of KE ( -> 0). The final zone, DI,

i
pertains uniquely to the dimerization reaction scheme and represents kinetic behvior

intermediate between the two diffusion controlled zones, DE and DO, where the

current response is controllea solely by the equilibrium parameter, . Since this

zone does not cepena on , the voitammetry appears reversible. From the definitions

of and see Fig. 2, the Kinetic description of a DIA1 reaction can be ,noved

intj ifferent zones, i4 a wile range of experimental parameters are available. For

examIle, variation of v oroduces ovemlent along the horizontal axis, while either

or K2 can :e employe, to mnove along tne vertical axis. For solutions of

relatively ni.;n viscosi.y, sucn as aqueous solutions at 25' C, v can easily be

iariec tnrougn five oroers of magnitude. Thus, for the most kinetically sensitive

region of the zone diagram Hlog = -2), a system can be quite thoroughly

cnaracterized, since it -an be forced into either D0, KO, KP, KE or DE by variation

Df scan rate. 3ince botn and depend on CR ' the latter is not particularly

valiaDie for indeoenuent adjustment of, along the vertical axis. Since K is a
2

strong jnction of tenperature, it can be effectively used to control the

e uiliirium paramnenter , however, as shown by results presented here. It should

tnerefore be possible to adjust the temperature of a system such that a single

experimnental model vouId allow the determination of the reaction mechanism and

permit calculation of K k and k-. However, the necessary wide range of v may
2' 2 -2

not De available, because of the way that solution properties change with

temperatare. As the temperature of a solution is raised, its viscosity decreases

and tne possibility of convection increases, resulting in an increase in the minimum

iseful dalue of Moreover, solution resistance may increase with temperature,

since the dielectric constant falls. Therefore, the fastest scan rates, or step

times in the case of DPSC, are limited by the time constant of the cell. in
I,1.

principle, this limitation can be minimized by reducing the area of the electrode.
v,.

% %A i

%..
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The broadest control is achieved through the use of multiple electrodes encompassing

a distribution of areas over 4 or 5 orders of magnitude.

As shown below, for the CV of the Q and A systems over a broad temperature I

range, three kinetic regimes were identified; the appropriate theoretical model was

applied to each. A planar electrode, a Nernstian electron transfer, identical "

diffusion coefficients of the reduced and oxidized substrate [20] and semi-infinite

linear diffusion were assumed in all cases.

(1) In zones KO and KP the dimerization (DIMI) can be considered irreversible.

In these zones, encountered in this study at low temperature, the effect of k_ can I-2

be neglected, and the theories of licholson [16a] and Saveant [16b] are employed.

The cathodic current function, ip'c /(v _ C), is relatively insensitive to changes N

in v, increasing about 13% L16b] as increases over the entire kinetic range, and

tnerefore it is not particularly useful for characterization. The cathodic peak

potential Ep and C change with v in a mechanistically diagnostic way for DIMI
P'c R

I15,16b]:

aEp'c/a log 0  C = 20 (T/302) mV 5) ,'B-S.
aEP'C/a log u = -20(T/302) mV )

The current function is useful for qualitative discrimination between the DIM1 and

DIM2 reaction schemes. For D1i12, the current function decreases by about 4% with

increasing over the kinetic range '16b]. Changes in Ep c and CR with can also

De used to distinguish Detween DI:l and DIE12, since they exhibit different behavior

in the zones of irreversible kinetics [16b]. For D[M2:

DEp'C/D log CR" = 30 (T/302) mV (7)

@Ep.C/a log u = -30(T/302) mV (8)
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The ratio of the anodic to cathodic peak current is closely related to k2, since

some of the R; will dimerize and will not be oxidized upon scan reversal. If - is

the time netween the standard potential and the switching potential [E,-E 0 )/v, then

for DIMI:

1 .0 034(a--4) 9)

-/.CD

wnere is a dimensionless parameter related to i /l through a theoretical
p,a p,c

qorKing curve, a is a dimensionless scan rate parameter (a = nFv/RT) and n is tne

numer of electrons transferred ,16a]%

:2, :n zones, KE ano KO, found at moderate to high temperatures, the effect of %

tne oack reaction must oe accounted for through cne equiliDrium constant, K :n

this zone, Saveant's treatMent based on DPSC was applied [20'. OPSC involves

potential excursions from a region where i = 0 to the plateau of the cathodic wave

fur a time -, followed by a step back to the plateau of the anodic wave. Under these

conditions, only mass trans'er and homogeneous kinetics need be considered and

removes the necessity of considering heterogeneous kinetics. For an electron a,,

t'-ransfer that results in a stable product, the ratio of the currents measured at the

eno of the negative-going step (t= -  and again at t = 2, is R = i '2:)ii ) :
r

-%-

0.293. A (imensionless, normalized value of this ratio, R, will be used throughout

tnis aiscussion where R = [i(2-)/i(-)]/R . R = I in zones DO and DE, and R = 0 in

zone KP. R nas intermediate values in zones KO and KE.

The complete theoretical treatment of the DPSC technique, as applied to scheme

can be described by a zone diagram similar to that shown in Fig. 2 (Ref. 20, Fig.
'.

3 . he experimental evaluation of K k and k is made by constructing a plot of
2'9 2 -2 a

vs. E i tner the maximum or minimum of this plot is compared to a working curve

ef. 20, Fi]. ?,, from which the magnitude of - is obtained. The magnitude of k
2

can De calculated f rom ,which can be estimated from a set of working curves (Ref.



20, Fij. I) and the rate constant of the back reaction calculated from K2 = k2 /k_ 2 .

(3) In zones DE and DO the following reaction is not manifested in either

I i or R, because of either very fast kinetics (high temperature, zone DE) or
p,a p,c

very slow kinetics (low temperature, zone DO). In zone DO, the CV is that for an -"

uncomplicated ilernstian reaction [ib,22]. Zones DO and DE can be distinguished

tnrounnetne variation of peak potential with concentration. In DO, E is

inijepencent if Iwnile in DE F15]:

OEP./ log CR = 30 (T/302) mV (10)

Dotn zones, - is 1naeQenaent of v -af,,6b'. Toe current function does not Ob

)ary wi th far eitner ":'I1 )r X:>'2 in DO, ana on~y a 5' variation of the current

Jnct i .i tlh tne Kinet ic dar aleter 1s ooserved etween zones KP and DE for

1 1Ll4f,16b]. 'Jnoer our exoeriienta; conaiions, we were unable to access zone

7.:, and thus it s5 ot siscussed r er.

EXPERIMENTAL

Cells and Electrodes. The nijh pressure/high temnperature cell used for most of I

inese expe-.iments, snown i n i . 3 is dilferent tnan the one used previously [ib],

mecause tne earlier cel was difficult to clean and dry thoroughly. For the

ex:er'nents lescrioed here difficulc'ies we re encountered with even very low

concentrations of oxygen, water, or utner impurities. Ahile the cell used here was

easy to clean and dry, it was not provided with an independent means of

pressurization, as in the earlier cell. This represents a limitation to the types .

of experiments wnich can be done, since the variation of solution density above the

critical point is precluded. Instead, the pressure in the cell follows the vapor

pressure (coexistence) curve of aimonia up to the critical temperature (T Above

T the pressure is determined by the volume of the cell and the mass of ammonia

I

, e ' . . %%



originally present.

The design of the cell is based on a commercially available high pressure bomb

,iodel no. 4651, Parr Instruments, Moline, IL). The base of the cell was made of I

316 stainless steel, and the cylindrical interior had a volume of ca. 75 mL. A

glass liner fitted to the interior prevented contamination of the solution by

corrosion products of the metallic cell at subcritical temperatures. Above the T ,c

the solution contacted all interior portions of the cell. A detachable lid, also of

stainless steel, was tappea with tapered pipe threads (tIPT) to provide for a number

of 'eedtnroughs. The halves of the cell were attached to each other by means of a

flange arrangement and a stainless steel iiamond-shaped gasket (Parr instruments).

Taper Seal to NPT adapters high Pressure Equipment, Erie, PA) were screwed into the

'i to accommodate the electrodes and other hardware necessary for these experiments

'Jnlike the earlier cell, this cell was not able to accommodate more than a

sing'le working electroce. Tor reasons described earlier, it is advantageous to use

severai woorKiri electrodes with different areas. Despite these two limitations,

tnis cell was adequate for otaining reliable data from ammonia solutions between

-70 and "o0 r . Eotn ce'ls snowed similar behavior at room temperature where.

impurities have little effect. Witn the earlier cell at 250 C, changes in kinetic

and therodynamic parameters 'were not cnanged significantly by pressure changes over

the range I to 300 bar.

-he previously descrioed 0.040 inch diameter tungsten disk working electrode (A

2,
0.0083 cm , was used for most measurements [Ib], but occasionally a tungsten

ul trailcroelectroce '-TVE) was used for fast scan rates. A slight modification of

the electrode constructi)n procedure permiitted fabrication of tungsten and platinum

rani c roeIect*.rode s 'E The olloino modification was applied for tungsten UME

with areas in the - I c, range. 9efore sealing the tungsten rod into uranium

glass, the tip was mechanically ground to a sharp point, then further etched by

S.
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heating the rod and plunging the tip into crystals of KNO 2 . This resulted in a 1%2,%-

highly exothernic reaction that vaporized the tungsten rod slowly, and caused the
I

tip to become quite sharp. The modified rod was then subjected to the previously

described procedure for construction of the finished electrode [ib]. The glass near

the tip of the electrode was carefully ground until metal was encountered, then

polished as described. Since the area of the electrode was small, it was important -.
Vp

that no air oubbles were present at the metal/glass interface. This was easily

cnecKed under a :iicroscope, and Dolisning was continued until a bubble-free region
I

was encountered.

second type of modification 'f tne basic procedure allowed fabrication of
cm2

even smaller area (ca. 10- cm) disk electrodes of either tungsten or platinum.

Platinum or tungsten wires (Alfa-Products, Danvers, MA) 25-100 im in diameter were

sealed in Pyrex 7052 capillaries by the same technique as used for the tungsten

rods. The glass sneathed wires could tnen De sealed to the Pyrex portion of the

Kovar to Pyrex seal 'Ace Glass, Vineland, I). Construction was completed as

previously described F]. Although tne coefficient of expansion of Pyrex 7052 is

not well matched to either tungsten or platinum, the small diameter of the wire

permitted an excellent seal. (When wires with diameters larger than 100 um were

used, the glass/metal seal separated upon cooling and the electrochemical response

was unacceptable.)

Procedure. The cell was carefully cleaned and dried. The working electrode was

polished and attached to the lid prior to assembly to allow proper positioning of

the reference electrode. The sheath of the ungrounded tnermocouple served as the

counter electrode. After attaching the lid, pressure transducer, and associated

hardware, the cell was placed in heating mantle and attachd to the vacuum line.

The cell was evacuated for at least 24 n at 100' C or until a vacuum of 10 - Torr

was obtained, then it was moved into an inert atmosphere box for addition of

electrolyte and substrate. After reconnecting the cell to the vacuum line,

S
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sufficient ammonia was distilled directly into the cell to obtain a pressure of Ca.

300 bar at 1500 0. The prepared cell was disconnected from the vacuum line and

placed in a heating mantle (for experiments above room temperdture) or a dry ice

bath (for low temperature experiments). All experiments were done with a constant

mass of ammonia.

Chemicals. The preparation of ammonia and the electrolyte, CF3So3K, has been

described [1b]. Occasionally the tetra-n-butylammonium (TBA) salt of CF3SO3 K was %

used as supporting electrolyte. F so ;BA (Alfa Products, Danvers MA) was dried3 3*

in vacuum at room temperature for 2 days and used without further purification.

CF3SO 3 TBA was not stable in ammonia above 100' C. Quinoline (Aldrich, Milwaukee,

Al was vacuum distilled twice, and stored over neutral alumina ,oelm Phari.ca

The purity was ierifiej as Detter tnan 99. y -MS analysis. Acridine Aid rich;

was vacuum suDlimed twice. Botn were stored in an inert atmosphere box until

neeaed.

El ectrochemi cal Measurements. The cyclic voltammetric an chronocoulometric

-ecnniques used were described previously [Ib]. The OPSC measurements were made as

folows. The potential was held at least 200 nV positive of E and any residual
p ,c

-urrent qas al 'oved to attain in a steauy state value. The potential was stepped to

a DOilt at least 200 'iV past E for a time -, and tnen to a potential 200 mV
a oit at east200 m pa p E,c .%

ccsiive of -- The potential was occasionally stepped further negative orIPG ' i v P a"

positive to ensure that heterogeneous kinetics or other processes did not contribute

to the current response. The residual current was subtracted from i') and i(2').

:n some cases, iP feedback was used. ranged from 5-1000 ms, but only smaller

va>ues were used at nigher temperatures, because of convective interference in the

desired if"'usional response.

The reported vadles of E, were either corrected for kinetics or obtained in
1,12

D0 wnere E was independent f ' and .here this was not possible, as in zone
p

KG, the uncorrected value of is reported. All potentials are precise to 10 mV
p
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and are reported vs. the onset of e generation, as previously described [ib].

Concentrations were corrected for the change in density of the solvent with

temperature. Temperatures were controlled to +20 C and pressure was controlled to

+2 bar. In zone DO, i p'/i was calculated by the semiempirical technique forp-dp,c

4ernstian electron transfers resulting in stable product [23]. In zones KP and KO,

the current ratio Wds determined by the theoretical method described by ,licholson

for irreversible dimerization following electron transfer [16a]. In other zones the

current ratio was obtained experimentally by measuring i from the t -/2 decay of
p ,a

tne cathodic electron transfer [24]. The precision of the current ratio

measurements 4as estimated to be +54.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Cyclic Voltammetry. Cyclic voltammograms for the first reduction of quinoline

in the presence of K from -70' C to 150' C are shown in Fig. 4, and tne

io tammetric data is summarized in Tables 1 and 2. At the lowest temperatures,

Fijs. OIa a tne voltammetry is similar to that descrioed previously for tne

reduction of Q in amonia [6a,:]. The large cathodic wave at ca. +0.80 V is due to

tne single electron reduction of (eq. 1) and the corresponding anodic wave is due

to the oxidation of . A second anodic wave, present about 1.1 V positive of tnis

couple, is due tc oxidlation of the ion-paired dimer: r

K+{.Q Q"JK+ -20 + 2K + + 2e" '"

The variation of current function witn scan rate, Table 1, is consistent with a

second-order reaction. E pi.log v is -19 and -16 mV/decade at -40 and -700 C,

respectively, compared to the theoret ical values of -15 mV and -13 mV for a totally

irreversible D:Al process (zones KP, KO). These slintly high values are probably

due to either a small uncompensated resistance or slmall contributions because the

m " -
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dimerization is not totally irreversible. The change of the current function at

-400 and -70' C (16-22') is also consistent with the change expected for a DIMI

reaction in zones KO and KP.

The change in magnitude of ip,a/ip,c with v at -40 and -70' C is listed in

Table 1; Nicholson's method [16a], described previously, was used to correlate this

variation of the rate constant for the irreversible dimerization of Q. Average

values of k2 = 1.1 x 103 and 4.3 x 102 M s- were found at -40° and -70' C,

respectively. The value at -40' C is higher than those previously reported, 1.5 x

i 2 and 4.0 x 102 .- s - [6,b]. The discrepancy in the first case appears to be a

calcuiation error ,.6a], because the switching potential, E. would have been well

into the second reduction of Q to obtain the reported k If a more reasonable

vaije of - is considered, the reported data indicate a dimerization rate more in

line with the one reported here.

The low value in the second case [5b] may have been due to the presence of a

trace of water in the system. In general, water will act to increase the speed of

the dimerization [177; nwever, partial passivation of the electroce by precipitated

KOH would suppress k.. Additionally, the diffusion coefficient (D) which

corresponds to the reported (=8.2 x L0- cm1s'), is much lower than the one

- m21fou nd in this study :'=2.7 x 10 cm s-), or for similar molecules in ammonia at

-400 C [lb,6a,7a]. If the error in D is assumed to have arisen through the

concentration, or a smaller electrode area because of partial passivation by KOH,

and the rate is recalculated based on a lower concentration estimated from the

3 -1"-1differences in the diffusion coefficients, k is equal to 1.2 x 10 M s which is

close to the value we report.

The dimerization reaction of 0- displays some degree of reversibility as the

temperature is raised, Fig. 4c. In this tenperature domain, a plot of i vs. vp,a

should display a minimum, since i /'d = at very fast scan rates (zone DO),pap,c

while i ' = I at slow scan rates "zone DE or DI). At intermediate values of
pa p,c

lee, 0 OV 1
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v, i ii < 1, since the kinetics are reasonably facile in either direction. We
pa p,c

detected this behavior between -300 C and 600 C witn the range of scan rates

available (v=0.2-50 V-s ), Table 2. Above 600 C, Figs. 4d,e, the kinetics become

so facile in both directions that i /,ai = I except at the slowest scan rates,¢ pa p,c'

where convection probably interferes in the measurement. Near 1250 C, the first

reduction wave is too close to the second reduction for reliable measurements of

ii p c Figure 4f.

n the absence of K+ i.e., with TEA + as supporting electrolyte cation) no

dimeric species were detected at any v at room temperature, ana the voltammetric

analysis indicated a reversible electron transfer with formation of a stable product

on the voltammetric time scale (zone DO), Fig. 5. At -40- C, CF SO IBA was
~3 3

relatively insoluble in ammonia, but by using an ultramicroeiectrode, we detected a

reduced plateau current upon scan reversal, suggesting very slow dimerization. ie

estimate that the magnitude of K2 falls by about two orders in tne absence of K+.

No measurements were i:a(ie above 220 2, because CF3So3TEA is unstable in ammonia at

elevated temperature.

The cyclic volcamrmetry at various temperatures for potentials encompassing both

reduction waves of Q is snown in Fig. 6. The voltammetry is somewhat difficult to

analyze Decause of tne proximity of tne second wave to the onset of e -, but severals

features are evident. At low temperature, the height of -he second wave is smaller

than expected for a second one-el ectron process eq. 3'. This is consi stent with

the dianion-substrate coupling mechanism DPA3, because reacts with Q as i

diffuses away from the electrode surface, the concentration of 2 falls, and the

height of the second wave is suppressed. The dimerization of ; 'eq. 2) also

removes a portion of the contribution to the current at the second wave from Q.

Close examination of Figs. 3a-c reveals a very sri all anodic current at a

potential corresponding to the oxidation of ' 2- t is interesting that a wave
2-2

corresponding to the oxidation Q2 is detectable at room temperature, when the scan



is continued past tne potential for the second reduction of Q (Fig. 6c), while the

wave is not detectable if the potential is reversed prior to the second reduction

(Fig. 4c), since the &0netics of the monomerization must oe the same in either case.

Probably e5  formed coincidentally with the second wave promote formation of
S be

4g

aaditional diner. This was verified by scans deep into e background and ioting
s

that the primary product was dimer rather than monomer. At higher temperatures, the

reverse kinetics oecone so facile that the diner is not observed on the voltanmetric

time scale, Figs. 6o-f, and the second wave is roughly the same height as the first.

This result, along with the absence of a reversal current at the second wave, is

consistent wih a Dl,3 reaction in last equilinrium with the anion radical in the

'e!action 'ayer: *4.,

Q2
2- 2 2Q12'

.0,.

,ote tnat in F,] 5 tne owo reduction waves move toward eacn otner as t.he

temperature is raised; i.e., Ine catnooic peak separdtion 'AE d ecreases. This I
p C

Dena,'ior is the sane as hat found 'or A, Out Contrary to our previ JuSly reportea

resuilts for structira y related compounds :o]. This suDpect wi] De iiscussed in

more ietail later.

The voltarmetry for the first reduction of A, Fig. 7, suggests a follow-up

2imerization in the presence of < simi lar to that found for . Even at -40' no

everse waie i s o)served at scan rates up to 50 i-s - !
, indicating .hat k2 is laroer

tnan for , Out k_2 does not increase proportionally; that is, K is larki er for

tnan for 2 at any temperature. n tie i ntermedi ate temperature range, 6 to 60. ,

tne vol amretry inoicates an equiliibrium between dimer and T-ono-er, and a minimum

appears in a plot if i /i vs. v 'Table 2 as was the case for the quinolinep,a pc
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system at moderate temperature. At -65 and -40' C, the current function decreased

with scan rate between 18 and 22% and the changes of E with log v were also near
p

the theoretical values for a totally irreversible DIMI reaction.

Above 60- C, the voltammetric data, Table 2, indicate reversible

electrochemistry with stable product. It was not possible to make meaningful

estimates of -E /,log v at higher temperatures because of errors in the measuredp ,c/

potential introduced by the high solution resistance. It is likely, however, that

ne system is near the middle of the KG zone at the higher temperatures. This is

suggested by the elevated current ratios found at 100 and 1500 C, Table 2. In

certain instances, i a i can exceed I for a reversible dimerization reactionp,2-

,20]. :n effect, some of 7 is stored as R2
2 -, and when the potential is stepped

positive, some of the dimer near the electrode surface dissociates, creating an

excess of 7. For DPSC, it can be shown that this situation occurs near KG.

"ig. 8 snows the voltammetry encompassing the first two reduction waves of A.

'Itnougn the oehavior is similar to that previously described for Q, there are

si]nificant differences it thne lowest temperatures. Particularly noticeable is tne

aDsence of wave corresponding to the second reduction of A, Figs. 8a,b. This

-.eat-jre is rather Jifficult to rationalize, since it implies that either A' cannot

oe reduced at low tei;perature or that it is reduced, but is so kinetically unstable

. tnat it reacts JuiCKly to produce a species tnat transfers an electron back to tie

electrode. 7,e latter situation seems unlikely, since reasonable products are

. Or-Ddb', nose of D',41 or 3l.'3. Neither of these would spontaneously transfer an

electron DacK to the electrode at so negative a potential; thus, the second eiectron

transfer must be inhibited at low temperature. This subject is discussed in more

detail later.

At room teioperatire ana above, Fig. Bc-f, the electrocnemistry of tne secono

reducti.)n is jualltat! iely si;:ii'ar to tnat of .; the magnitude of tne second wave is

suppressed, ipon scan reversal little or no backwave is found 'or A ano AE
p.c
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decreases witn temperature. These points are consistent with a DIM3 process in

rapid equilibrium with the anion radical, eqs. 12 and 13.
I.

The polarographic half-wave potentials for the first reductions of A and Q,

determined from the cyclic voltavnmetric E value, are plotted as solid points in
p

Fig. 9. Tne points corresponding to E for A at high temperature (open squares) were

not included fur reasons given previously. The line drawn through the corrected

- values yiei, slopes (nE, ,2
i'aT) of -2.6 and -2.0 mV/C for the first reductions

)f and Q, respectively. These values are in good agreement with those found

previously for tne first and second reductions of the diaza-aromatics where the
'I

average slope was -2.4 mV,'%C 71D]. This implies tnat the entropy of formation for

-adical anions of aromatic species in ammonia is ca. -230 J/.-ol-K.

Tne variation of E not corrected for temperature or kinetics' wion : n
P

temperature for the second reduction of A m is plotted in Fig. 9 as open J%
' p2A' N

--any.es. Tne peak potentials F-r tne second reduction of Q are not shown, since k
.ne 4aoe a s too close to the bacKground for reliaule measur-ment. However,

uaitatiiely . For- I followed the same trend found for A. At the lowest
P ,c

ternoer3tjre, no wave is found for the second reduction of A, but as the termperatJre t<

s rase'., a v e is ooserveJ, and E snift3 posii ve; that is, E snits closer to
p p2

"ne first iave. This ooservation is contrary to tnat found for trie second

reductions of quinoxaline and pnenazine which resulted in staple dianions), where

IE 2iJT for the second reductions was linear and equal to ca. -2.4 rV/C. The

:evation in tne present case prooably arises from the complicating dimerization

reaction. *n the absence of other reactions AE is related to the equilibrium
p,c

constant f-r the synproportionation reaction:

S:>



2-pQ2 + Q * 2Q" (14) "

KSYN = [Q.]2 / ([Q2-] [0]) (15)

AE = (RT/nF) In KsyN (16)

In the present case, especially at low temperature, the DIM3 reaction operates

parallel to, and probably dominates, the synproportionation, eq. 14. In the next

section, it wil. oe shown that K, the DI:l equilibrium constant, decreases wit,

increasing temperacure 'Taole 31 . Since the dirmer formed by either DI,1 or DIM3 is

TSthe Same, it is reasonaDie to eXpect a similar temperature dependency for DPA43.

nerefore, at 1 w temperature the equilibrium3 controlling the positions of the

secono waves is prooably a complex function of KSy N and K DIM3 the equilibrium

onstant for tne D1, 3 reaction. t 150O C the effect of the dimerization is 7ss

mportant, and Ep2D egins to shift in the negative direction. This suggests tnat

.nen tne di;,ierization reaction is not sijnificant, the synproportionation dominates

-ne overall equi 1rium, and oenavi or similar to that found for the uncocpli catec

second electron transfers of phenazine and quinoxaline is manifested in the

oin-ammetry of :. "f a line Irawn between the three lowest temperature points

oitteo for the second reduction of - , ig. 9, and extrapolated to lower

temperatures , is predicted to 'ie well within the background process at -71j C,

ani just negative of 0 ' at -0 C. Close examination of Fig. 8b, reveals a slignt

oroacening of tne current related to the generation of e - and and a broadening of
5

the correspondino oxidation wave. These deformations may !e due to the secon"

reauction and oxidation of A. A detailed explanation of the thermodynamics and

Kinetics of this second process is beyond the scope of this work.

Double Potential Step Chronoamperometry. In the intermediate temperature

region, it was possible to quantify the rdte of the reversible dimerization of "

and A using the 3PSC technique. 7ig. 10 presents the data in the form of plots of1-.

v vs. log at temperatures between -27' C and 220 C. The reproducibility of these

, Jw.

. . . . ..-. =i I li.~i Il IilIil llli~ ii ilil ... ..
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plots was yerified using different concentrations of substrate in separate

experiments. A slight difference in K over the pressure range 8 to 300 bar, Table
2

3, may indicate that the dimer is favored at higher pressure; that is, the change in

reaction volume nay favor the dimer. However, the magnitude of the observed

,i fference in K2 is close to the expected accuracy of the measurement. Perhaps the

.ielectric constant of the meaium (which increases with pressure) favors the anion

-adical, partially compensating the effects of reaction volume. In any case, the

:ompressioi ity of l:quid anmonia is not great, and large changes in K with D are
'2

not expected Oelow

oul oe of interest to make measurements of dK2/dP in tne critical region

,qnere the advantage ), the large conpressioility of the SCF could be used to draw

:onc.sions -egarding thne reaction vo ume of the dimer and monomer. Such

neasurements Nere not nae for this system, because it was not possible to collect

ecui -tri m cata at temperatures si,'ni ficantly above room temperature, as the -i ni.na
%'

-ne R is. log - plIts :ell in an inaccessible time domain. Tne plots of Fi3,  ".

we fitted to the ,, rKing curves ef. 20, Figs. ,8) to oCtain values of <' K-"

ano K. The results are snown in Table 1. Tne trend is exactly tnat expected %o"

tie iotanmetry; K2 "ecreases qi-n increasing temperature, reflecting an increase ,n .

relatli e to<

-e Sr-nenius plots, Fig. :1, derived from the DPSC ano voltammetric daza are.

,near and 'eaa to: -E =2, Ea,5-2 17 and E 6 5 k-nol- ra,2 a,,3- 2 a, A2 a , 'A-2-"

"ne erard and DacKw.ard activation energies! of Q; and A;, resoectively. 7e

-orresponcing ore-exponential factors for the forward dimerizations of ) anc

5Iare: "2 - x ' and A, 3 x 10Y 1 -s 7 These values are close to tnose I-n,12 '2

-or 9-cyanoantnracene ... C, -, 72 , a,7- . . n C..,a N2~ a , AflJCN -2

s The latter vale is in excel'ent agreement with t-ie three

ring aza-ana;og u,, ut ni ,er tnan the corresponding val je for 2. This 4s

surprising, since presumably the ore-exponential is red uced necause of ste',c

e%

',:',""2 "2" < "'" 
"' '

*" "," C f- "' " "%"% . %.,(. -"* .- --- ;'.- - ,- . -,-,.,
.
•.--.' ' - ' - .'"." "."."-" ".
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hinderance and the delocalization of the excess electron over the ring [19,25].

Based on these two considerations, Q should have a larger pre-exponential factor

than A. Perhaps specific mechanistic or symmetry factors are responsible for this

observation.

Other examples of the Arrhenius pre-exponential factor dominating the kinetics

of iimerization reactions have been reported. For example, the dimerization of the

tri-t-Dutylcycloheptatrienyl radical has a relatively low activation energy (E aa

3.:] <j-mol ), Out the rate constant is only 3 x 10 M -s at 220 C [26]. The rate

for the irreversi ble dimerization of pyridine at -40' C in the presence of K has

oeen reported as 1.5 - 4.0 x 105 11-l-s -I in ammonia,7a which is somewhat faster than

qe would predict for A under the same conditions based on the Arrhenius plot, Fig.

.''. ',easurements of k for pyridine were not made at other temperatures, and
2

n ierefore tne values of E'aand A cannot be compared. k2 has been given as 3 + 5 xnrfr ne forue af 2a

s for pyrilmidine in AN at room temperature [7c], which is also close to

tndat found for A at 220 C in ammonia.

The Arrheniu plots were extrapolated to obtain predicted values for k2 and

<-2 over the temperature range -70 to + 1500 C. This allowed calculation of tne

iiT;ensionless parameters =i/K2 CR and =(RT/F)(k2 CR /v) throughout the temperature

range studied. The resulting values were overlayed on the kinetic zone diagrami,

-g. 2, to deternine the agreement between the DPSC measurements and the cyclic

vo tammetry and to determine if the extrapolation of kinetic data into the

sjpercritical regime is justified. The points plotted on Fig. 2 correspond to the

/ol-ammetry lisplayed in Figs. 4 and 7 for Q and A, respectively. That is, tne

valujes for CR  and temperature, required for calculation of and ,, were the same

as in the voltainmograms. The scan rate used for calculation of the points in Fig. 2

was 1 1-s . For A, the agreement between the extrapolated kinetic data and tne

voltammetry f Fig. 7 is excellent. For example, the third point up froi. the bottom

of Fig. 2 on line A corresponds to Fig. 7c at I V-s- . Under these conditions, the

.-- ' ,-,' -' .. '..-. '."- , '. , . " ." .".- " - '.-... $ ..% .V '.
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state of the system is predicted to correspond to zone KE. This is a particularly

sensitive region of the zone diagram, since relatively small variations of v can

switch the voltarimetry into KP or KO. Examination of the data in Table 2 for A at

20' C indicates that the predicted behavior is found experimentally. The current

ratio, i p, increases witn decreasing scan rate (corresponding to increase in

as the system moves farther from the totally irreversible behavior found in zone

KP toward zone KO. At 20 V-s , the current ratio is at a minimum, ana Dy 50 V-s -,

it again increases as zone KO is approached.

Sinilar benavior is observed at higher temperature, particularly at 1500

nere the current ratio exceeds 1., reaching a maximum of 1.06 at v = 12 i-s -  Taol

2. Jnaer these conditions the state of .ne reaction is in zone KS. An analys's of.

tne corresponcence oetween tne voltammetry and extrapolatel OPS i netic -ata ta,

results in similar agreement.

Tne resultant oenavior suggests tna by adjustment of temperature, the state of

tne 'W'. i reaction can be moved vertically along the axis relatively incepenjentlY

o Then, oy choosing through adjustment of v (or ±), any zone can De

addresser. This system couli o e used to select among competitive pathways 'cr

electro-organic syntheses or to verify a proposed mechanism.

Diffusion Coefficients. A plot of the diffusion coefficient "D, versus

temperature for Q and A is snown in Fig. 12. Over tne range of temperatures

stuaied, D increases by an order of magnitude, in agreement with previous results

Dj. A one electron reduction per equivalent of ooth Q and A was assumed for tne

calculation of D), and tne excellent agreement obtained with previous results

provides additional evi dence for the predominance of elther tne D >II or single-4ave

31>12 mechanism.
°

The expe-imentally determined diffusion coefficient snown in Fig. 12 are

correlated by a curve which represents the predicted diffusion coefficients Oased on

"•%

I%
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the Stokes-Einstein equation and the experimentally determined effective molecular

radius at 250 C [1b]. The fit is quite good, and is in agreement with that found

previously, suggesting that near-critical and supercritical fluids adhere to general

theoretical models for solvents.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the dimerization reactions of the radical anions of Q and A

follow the DI,-i reaction mechanism. At low temperature, this reaction can be

considered irreversible, but the back reaction must be considered at higher

temperatures. Additionally, we have demonstrated tnat large temperature excursions

;2200 C) can be used to tune the nature and rate of chemical reactions in a

predictable way. The supercritical state appears as a simple extension of the

liquid state, in that no dramatic differences are found in rates or products when

:ne critical temperature of the solvent is exceeded. This result is important

Decause it means that the unique characteristics of the supercritical state

tuneable dielectric constant, density, compressibility, etc.) can be exploited

7niependent of other complicating factors. For example, the highly coinpressiole

supercritical state could be used to adjust the equilibrium constant of

electrochenically initiated homogeneous reactions involving large changes in

reaction volume. The dielectric constdnt of the supercritical fluid (SCF) can be

varied with pressure to select preferentially (Dy lowering Ea) that have a strong "'

dependence on the dielectric constant of the transition state.

As was found previously [1b], the radical anions displayed stability, even at

QO
°  C in the SCF. However, the dianion of A is not stable on the voltammetric

timescale and probably forms a dimer through the DIM3 mechanism. The activation
44

energies for the DIMI process are similar to those found for other radical anions in

a nunDer of different solvents, and while the collision frequencies are lower than

those predicted by theory, they are in line wi t h experimentally determined values

for related species. The equilibriun concentrations of dimeric dianions have been

-, . " . ,/**,f A ,*,' ,*. ,
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correlated to the dielectric constant of the solvent [6a], but we have shown that

temperature plays a far more important role. The equilibrium concentration of diner P

was found to fall dramatically with increasing temperature even though the -

dielectric constant of ammonia also falls by an order of magnitude in the

temperature range used for these experiments. -p.

In conjunction with the previous study [1b] we have shown that the

Stokes-Einstein relation for diffusion is generally applicable to supercritical

fluids. The entropy of formation for the radical anions was found to be in, "
"/ I

agreement with previous results, but we were unable to determine the formation

entropy for the dianions, since they underwent rapid reactions.

4'e expected that the information derived from the kinetic study will be useful

for the prediction of the rates and yields of synthetically useful,

electrochemically initiated homogeneous reactions. In electrosyntheses in water, or

mixed aqueous solvents, experimental control of the product is usually through

adjustment of pH. Tne systems we have described allow flexible adjustment of

temperature and pressure for the liquid solvents, as well as control over dielectric

constant and density in the supercritical state.
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Table 1. Cyclic voltammetric results and rate constants for the first
reduction and irreversible dimerization of quinoline in ammonia/CF3 SO 3K

at low temperature. See text for explanation of symbols.

T = -70 OC. CQ = 5.67 mM K.

13 ip, c / V1"2-Co ip,a / P,c  C k2 (xl 0-2)

(V-s-') (pA-S"/ V"2-M) (s) (M-'s-')

0.10 8.5 0.55 1.17 3.7
0.20 8.2 0.53 ..06 3.2
0.50 7.4 0.70 0.312 5.0
1.00 7.3 0.80 0.145 4.7
2.00 6.6 0.86 0.082 4.9

Avg. =4.3 ±0.8

T =-40 oC. C= 5.59 mM

V3 ip.c / -3 2-C0  ip.a 6, / c k2 (xl 0)-2)
(V-s "1 ) (pA. S 1/2 /V112-M) (s) ('s 1  .

0.20 11.7 0.54 0.565 9.4
0.50 11.0 0.65 0.218 11.0
1.00 10.3 0.72 0.133 10.8
2.00 9.84 0.82 0.0645 10.7 .

Avg. = 10.5 ±0.7
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Table 2. Cyclic voltammotric results for first reductions of quinolin. and acridin. at high
temperature. The current function. , fp IL C is given I pA-sMl V"12-M. Se te or explanation

*of symbols.

C0 j n fun P 'Cfun u n

:,a pC 3 ~ P, pa p~ I a PIC
0.20 0.74 17 0.92 22
0.50 0.73 15 0.94 20 0.91 26 0.84 26
1.00 0.75 15 0.91 19 0.97 25 0.90 24
2.00 0.71 15 0.89 19 0.98 24 0.96 24
4.00 0.70 15 0.87 18 1.00 23 0.96 23
6.00 0.72 15 0.84 17 1.00 23 0.99 23
8.00 0.76 15 0.99 23 0.99 22
10.0 0.81 15 0.99 23 1.01 22
15.0 1.01 23 1.01 22
20.0 0.86 15
50.0 0.94 15

Tft 20 CC 50 OC 100 0C 150 C
Pw SI bar 1lgbar 6l1bar 300 bar
CAM. 6.14 mM 5.76 mM 4.70 mM 4.30 mM

P) 1 i ,a PIC fun p,a /iPIc fun p,a pi,C fun a PItu

0.50 0.70 17 0.91 18 0.94 20
1.00 0.65 16 0.89 18 0 Q8 17 0.93 22
2.00 0.59 16 0.86 17 16 0.99 21
4.00 0.55 16 0.79 17 .v9 16 1.02 21
6.00 0.56 15 0.76 17 1.01 16 1.04 20
8.00 0.54 15 0.75 17 1.03 16 1.05 19
10.0 0.54 15 0.74 17 1.02 15 1.04 19
12.0 0.54 14 0.73 17 1.01 15 1.06 19 -1

20.0 0.41 13 0.72 18 1.01 15 1.05 18
50.0 0.56 12

.4

4.
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Table 3. Kinetic and Thermodynamic Parameters for the Acridine and QuinolineI

Systems. ,
T (or) P (bar) Conc. (rM) k2 ('s - 1)  k-2 (S-1) K2 (M-.)

Acridine..

22 8.1 6.14 2.8 x 105 17.5 1.6 x 104 .,
5 3.5 6.50 1.3 x 105 2.7 4.9 x 104

-15 2.3 6.63 9.5 x 104 0.63 1.5 x 105
-27 1.4 6.80 7.4 x 104 0.080 9.2 x 105

..

TblineQuinoline

21 8.1 7.44 4.8 x 103 5.7 8.4 x 102
22 300 9.27 3.8 x 103 3.9 9.6 x 102

0 4.2 8.00 3.3 x 103 0.66 5.0 x 103

-11 2.7 5.14 1.9 x 103  0.31 6.2 x 103

.
-40a 0.7 5.59 1. 1 Xo13
-70a  0.1 5.67 4.3 x 102

" 'I

aAt these temperatures k-2 and K2 were not obtained.

V %"%

,...

I

-'a.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Suggested structures for the coupled radical anions of quinoline
and acridine. (A) 4-hydro-l',4-biquinolinyl dianion. (B) 4,4'-
dihydro-4,4'- biquinolinyl dianion. (C) 9,9'-dihydro-9,9'-biacridinyl
dianion. (D) 9-hydro-9,10'-biacridinyl dianion. %

Figure 2. Kinetic zone diagram for radical-radical dimerization (DIM1). X=

1 C, = (RT / F) (k2CR / u). The lines Q and A represent the

kinetic and thermodynamic state of the quinoline and acridine
systems over the temperature range studied. The points
correspond to the conditions of the voltammetry shown in Figures
4 and 7 for u= 1 V/s. The points nearest the bottom of the figure
represent Figures 4A and 7A, and the topmost points correspond
to Figures 4F and 7F. The plots were constructed by extrapolating
the kinetic information in Table 3 to the appropriate temperature.
For definitions of the zones see text. (Zone diagram derived from
reference 15, p. 352).

Figure 3. Cross sectional view of the high pressure/high temperature
electrochemical cell (Type 1). (A) Closure bolt (Grade 6; 5/16-24).
(B) 1/4 inch Taper SealT ' to 1/4 inch NPT adapter. (C) Tunsten
disk working electrode. (D) Internal thermocouple. (E) Silver
quasi-reference electrode. (F) Stainless steel tubing for
connection to vacuum line and pressure sensor. (G) External
thermocouple (to temperature controller). (H) Gasket groove. (I)
Metal gasket. (J) Thermocouple well. (K) Stainless steel cell
body. (L) PyrexT liner.

Figure 4. Cyclic voltammetry of the first reduction of quinoline (Q) in
ammonia/CF 3 SO3 K at a tungsten working electrode (A=0.0083

cm 2 ) between -70 °C and 150 °C. (A) T=-70 oC, P=0.10 bar,
[Q]=5.67 mM, E1/2 =+0.800 V, u=0.20 V s- . (B) T=-40 oC, P=0.70

bar, [0]=5.39 mM, E1/2 =+0.815 V, u=0.20 V- 1. (C) T=20 Oc, P=8.1

bar, [0]=4.77 mM, E1 /2 =+0.617 V, u=0.20 V s- 1 . (D) T=70 oC,

P=34 bar, [01=4.01 mM, E1 /2 =+0.549 V, u=0.50 V s- 1 . (E) T=100
oc, P=61 bar, [Q]=3.65 MM, E1 /2 =+0.474 V, u=0.50 V s- 1. (F)

T=150 oC, P=300 bar, [0]=3.34 mM, E1 /2 =+0.0.400 V (estimated),

,u=1.0 V s-1. The concentration of CF 3SO 3 K was 0.20 M at -70 oC,

and fell to 0.12 M at 150 OC because of the decrease in solvent
density. The current scale is indicated by the height of the vertical
mark on each figure which is equal to 20 .A for Figures A-C, and
50 4A for Figures D-F. Scans began and ended at the vertical

I.° .
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mark. E1 /2 was determined in a region of reversible kinetics and
is reported vs. the onset of solvated electrons.

Figure 5. Cyclic voltammetry of the first reduction of quinoline (Q) at various
scan rates in ammonia/CF 3 SO 3 TBA at 22 OC and 300 bar. For

scan rates between 0.1 and 500 V-s- 1, ip,a/ip,c = 1.0 ± 0.04, and

AEP=70_10 mV. The height of the vertical mark on each
voltammogram represents the current scale (isc), and the initial

and final potentials. For u <_ 1.0 V-s- 1 the electrode area (A) was
2.9 x 10-3 cm 2 , and for higher scan rates A =1.2 x 10-4 cm 2 . [Q] =

9.17 mM, [CF 3 SO 3 TBA] = 0.18 M. TBA is the tetra-n-

butylammonium cation. All potentials are vs. es. (A) u=1.0 V/s-1
*1I'I

isc=25 4A, ip,a/ipcl.00, ip,c/ 1/2 A=19.5 mA-sl/ 2 /V1 /2 -cm 2 , W,
E 1 / 2 =+0.635 V, AEP= 7 0 mV. (B) u=10 V/s - 1, isc= 2 .5 4A,

ip,a/ip,c=0. 9 9 , ip,c/u 1 /2_A=20.2 mA-s 1 /2 /V 1 /2 -cm 2 , E1 /2=+0.541

V, AEp=60 mV. (C) u=100 V/s-1 , isc=25 p.A, ipa/ipc=0. 9 7 ,

ip,c/u/A=! 9.5 mA-s 1 / 2 N 1 / 2 -cm2 , E1/2 =+0.635 V, AEp=60 mV.

Figure 6. Cyclic Voltammetry of the first two reductions of quinoline in
ammonia/CF 3SO 3K. Conditions for Figures A-F are the same as
in Figure 4.

Figure 7. Cyclic voltammetry of the first reduction of acridine (A) in
ammoniaiCF 3SO 3 K at a tungsten working electrode (A = 0.0083
cm 2 ) between -65 oC and 150 OC. (A) T=-65 oc, P=0.10 bar,
[A]=7.24 mM, E1/2 =+1.270 V, u=0.20 V s-1 (B) T=-40 oc, P=0.70

* bar, [A]=6.94 mM, E 1/ 2 =+1.136 V, -u=0.20 V s- 1 . (C) T=20 oC,

P=8.1 bar, [A]=6.14 mM, E1/2=+1•023 V, u=0.20 V s-1. (D) T=50
oc, P=19 bar, [Al=5.65 mM, Ep=+l.000 V, u=1.0 V s- . (E) T=100

oC, P=61 bar, [A]=4.70 mM, Ep=+1.015 V, u=1.0 V s- 1. (F) T=150

oc, P=300 bar, [A]=4.30 mM, E 1/2 =+0.848 V, u=1.0 V s-1 . The -.

concentration of CF 3SO 3 K was 0.20 M at -65 oC, and fell to 0.12 M
at 150 oC because of the decrease in solvent density. The current -.

scale is indicated by the height of the vertical mark on each figure
which is equal to 20 liA for Figures A-C, and 75 p.A for Figures D-
F. Scans began and ended at the vertical mark. E1 / 2 was
determined in a region of reversible kinetics and is reported vs. the
onset of solvated electrons. Potentials are vs. es-.
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Figure 8. Cyclic Voltammetry of the first two reductions of acridine in b
ammonia/CF 3SO 3K. Conditions for Figures A - F are the same as
in Figure 7. Ep for the second waves are:(C) +0.250 V; (D) +0.383
V; (E) +0.476 V; (F) +0.441 V.

Figure 9. Dependence of the polarographic half-wave potential (E1 /2 ) or
peak potential (Ep) on temperature for the first reduction of Q, and
the first and second reductions of A. The slopes of the lines
(dE/dT) are: A, -2.6 mv/OC; Q, -2.0 mV/OC. The closed circles and
squares are E1/2 values corrected for temperature and kinetics,
and the open triangles and squares are Ep not corrected for
temperature or kinetics.

Figure 10. Double potential step chronoamperometric analysis of the
electrodimerization of Q (Figures A-D) and A (Figures E-H) in
ammonia containing 0.14 to 0.20 M CF3 SO 3 K. e is the potential
reversal time in seconds, and R is the normalized current ratio.
The lines connecting the experimentally determined points were
derived from a working curve (Reference 20). (A) T=21 oC, P=8.1
bar, [Q]=7.44 mM, K2 =8.4x10 2 M- 1 . (B) T=22 oC, P=300 bar,
[Q]=9.27 mM, K2=9.6x10 2 M- 1. (C) T=0 oC, P=4.2 bar, [Q]=8.00
mM, K2 =5.0x10 3 M- 1 . (D) T=-11 oC, P=2.7 bar, [Q=5.14 mM,
K 2 =6.2x10 3 M-1. (E) T=22 oC, P=8.1 bar, [A]=6.14 mM,
K 2 =1.6x104 M-1. (F) T=-5 oC, P=3.5 bar, [A]=6.50 mM,
K 2 =4.9x10 4 M-1 . (G) T=-15 oC, P=2.3 bar, [A]=6.63 mM,
K 2 =1.5x10 5 M 1 . (H) T=-27 oC, P=1.4 bar, [A]=6.80 mM,

K2=9.2x10 5 M-1.

Figure 11. Arrhenius plots for the electrodimerization of Q and A in
ammonia containing 0.14 to 0.20 M CF3 SO 3 K. (A) Forward
dimerization rate constant, k2 . Ea,Q=1 2 kJ/mol; A=7xl0 5 M-1s-1;

Ea,A=1 7 kJ/mol; A=3xl0 8 M-ls-1. (B) Backward dimerization rate
constant, k-2 . Ea,Q=55 kJ/mol; A=lxl010 s-1; Ea,A=6 5 kJ/mol:
A=8x10

1 2 s-1.

Figure 12. Dependence of the diffusion coefficients on temperature.
The points represent the experimental data, and the solid line
represents the Stokes-Einstein fit based on the experimentally
determined effective molecular radius (r) at 25 OC: Q, r=2.27 A; A,
r=2.93 A.
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